
Black USB Powered Laptop Cooler

StarTech ID: NBCOOLER

This simple notebook cooler can help to keep your laptop running at peak performance! The internal heat
generated by laptop components can weaken system performance and cause instability. By keeping the laptop
cooler, you can help to ensure that your notebook endures the performance you demand.

Designed to work with any laptop computer size, the cooler features four 60mm fans that pull heat away from the
base of the laptop, extracting the hot air for better circulation and dissipation within the computer casing.

NBCOOLER features variable speed settings that let you adjust the fan speeds to suit the amount of heat coming
from the laptop, up to a maximum airflow rating of 40 CFM.

Applications

Provide increased cooling to a laptop/netbook over the built in fans
Travelers who need the extra cooling while on the road and do not always have access to an electrical
outlet
Keep a laptop with upgraded hardware running cooler
Provide a stable base while using the laptop on an unstable surface like a lap or bed

Features

Portable, lightweight plastic design
Four 60mm cooling fans with variable speed control
Powered directly from USB; no external power required
Fits virtually any size laptop/netbook
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Technical Specifications

Warranty 2 Years
Fan Dimensions 60 x 60 x 18mm 

2.36 x 2.36 x 0.71in
Fan Bearing Type Sleeve Bearing
Fan RPM 1900-2600 RPM
Air Flow Rate 40 CFM
Noise Level <24 dBA
Color Black
Enclosure Type Plastic
Product Length 12.8 in [325 mm]
Product Width 10.4 in [264 mm]
Product Height 1 in [25 mm]
Product Weight 22.9 oz [650 g]
Input Voltage 5 DC
Input Current 800mA
Plug Type M
Shipping (Package) Weight 2.5 lb [1.1 kg]
Included in Package 1 - Notebook cooler
Included in Package 1 - USB to DC Power Cable

Certifications, Reports and Compatibility
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